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QUESTION 1

An administrator has a save file with user created program objects that were created on another system. One of the
programs cannot be restored. 

What is the most likely cause of the problem? 

A. The restore command used specified Force Object Conversion parameter as *NO. 

B. The program was being restored to a library that is missing a referenced file. 

C. The program was compiled using TGTRLS(*CURRENT) on a system at a later release. 

D. The program was compiled using TGTRLS specifying a release prior to the release installed on the system. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which command shows CPU utilization for both user jobs and IBM i system tasks? 

A. WRKSYSSTS 

B. WRKSYSACT 

C. WRKTSKSTS 

D. WRKACTJOB 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator is upgrading 5 partitions on a single system to a new IBM i release. 

The IBM i partitions share a tape library configured with one drive per partition. There is one DVD drive on the system
shared by the all the partitions. 

The maintenance window is long enough to upgrade at most one partition using DVD media. Which approach allows the
administrator to complete all the upgrades within the maintenance window? 

A. Build an image catalog with the distribution media, and copy to all partitions.Install each partition from its image
catalog image. 

B. Build an image catalog on a Linux PC, and share it with NES to all partitions.Concurrently update all the partitions
using network install to the virtualized image catalog. 

C. Build an image catalog with the distribution media on one partition.Save the directory with the DVD images to tapes
so there is one tape for each partition. Use an alternate IPL device to install from the tapes. 

D. Concurrently IPL all partitions in "D" mode to the DVD drive in shared mode.When all the partitions complete using
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one DVD and prompt for the next one, insert the next DVD in the drive and respond to the prompts. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator needs to move a system from security level 30 to 40 and ensure that risk is reduced as much as
possible. 

How should the administrator configure system security journaling to support the security level change? 

A. CHGSYSVAL QAUDCTL to *AUDLVLCHGSYSVAL QAUDLVL *AUTFAILMonitor QAUDJPN for failures. 

B. CHGSYSVAL QAUDSYS to *OPSYSCHGSYSVAL QAUDLVL *INTEGRITYMonitor QAUDJRN for System Integrity
violations. 

C. CHGSYSVAL QAUDCTL to *AUDLVLCHGSYSVAL QAUDLVL *VIOLATIONSCHGOBJAUD OBJ (*All PALL)
OBJTYPE(*PGM) OBJAUD(*All)Monitor QAUDJPN for security violations. 

D. CHGSYSVAL QAUDSYS to *OPSYSCHGSYSVAL QAUDLVL *PGMVIOCHGOBJAUD QBJ(*All PALL)
QBJTYPE(*PGM) OBJAUD(*All)Monitor QAUDJPN for System Program and MI violations. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator needs to install third party software into an iASP environment. The installation is failing when the
program provided by the software company attempts to create and restore library objects. What is the most efficient way
for the administrator to install the software while maintaining the command integrity of the system? 

A. Copy the software libraries into the system ASPThen create duplicate objects into the iASPRemove the new
commands when the installation completes 

B. Create a copy of the CRTLIB and RSTLIB commands, which include the iASP name, into a library that is placed first
in the system portion of the library listRemove the new commands when the installation completes 

C. Create a copy of the CRTLIB and RSTLIB commands, which include the ASP name, into a different library Then add
that library to the user portion of the library listRemove the new commands when the installation completes 

D. Create a copy of the CRTLIB and RSTLIB commands, which include the ASP name, in a different library Then add
that library to the install portion of the library listRemove the new commands when the installation completes 

Correct Answer: B 
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